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This i s the second and f i n a l part of a paper [K Q] dedicated 
to Helmut Hasse on his 75. birthday. The emphasis w i l l be on loca l 
studies, and the central result i s the main theorem 10.12 at the end 
of § 10. This i s a theorem about semi-local rings with involution, 
which i n the special case of t r i v i a l involution t e l l s us, that the 
signatures of the semi-local ring A correspond uniquely to the con-
dugacy classes of elements of order 2 i n the Galois group G(A|A). 
In § 9 we present some applications of our results about real 
closures to the structure theory of Witt rings, p a r t i a l l y announced 
already i n [K^]. In particular we t r y to obtain some information 
about the subring N(A) of a Witt ring W(A) generated by the "natural 
forms" over A, i.e. the forms T rB/j^(xy) with B running through the 
f i n i t e et ale extensions of A. This section i s not needed for the 
proof of the main theorem and thus may be skipped by readers inter-
ested only i n th i s theorem. 
In § 11 we discuss the perhaps easiest global situation of 
interest, namely real closures of affine curves over the f i e l d of 
real numbers. Our results support the hope that here a theorem 
completely analogous to Theorem 10.12 holds true, cf. Question 11.11. 
The terminology and notations developed i n part I of the paper 
(K Qj w i l l be used throughout without further explanation. 
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§ 6 The involution of a real closure 
We need - also for later sections - some more terminology* 
Let A be a tT-ring with t r i v i a l involution. 
Definitions 6.1. i ) We c a l l A s t r i c t l y simply connected, i f A i s 
simply connected i n the category of rings without involution, 
i i ) Let A be connected* Then we c a l l a covering q> : A T of A a 
s t r i c t universal covering, i f T has t r i v i a l involution and T i s 
s t r i c t l y simply connected. 
In § 5 we introduced the notation T for the unique subring of 
A containing A which i s a s t r i c t universal covering of A. 
We now consider an arbitrary r e a l closed pair (R,p). We denote 
by p the r e s t r i c t i o n of p to the fixed ring R Q of the involution J R . 
We know from Prop. 3.17 that (R Q,p 0) i s s t r i c t l y real closed. In § 5 
we have seen that [S"o:Ro] < 2, and i n fact [ffrR 1 * 2 i f there exists 
a rational prime number p which i s a unit i n R. 
The goal of the present small section i s to prove 
Theorem 6.2. Assume that R Q i s not s t r i c t l y simply connected (e.g. 
p € R* for some prime number p). Then the involution of R i s non 
degenerate. 
This theorem clearly implies 
Corollary 6.5. Let (R,p) be an arbitrary real closed pair. Then 
(R Q,P o) i s s t r i c t l y real closed and (R,p) i s the real closure of 
To prove Theorem 6.2 we consider a real closure (S,c) of the 
s t r i c t l y real closed pair (RQ»P0)* According to § 5 the ring | s| i s 
simply connected. Thus by our assumption S i s a covering of R Q of 
degree 2. Clearly the involution Jg i s non degenerate and the fixed 
ring of Jg i s RQ. By Th.3^9 there exists a morphism 
ß : (S,a) -* (R,p) 
which i s the identity on RQ. We want to show that ß i s an isomorphism, 
which w i l l prove our theorem. 
The R -module R bears the hermitian form o 
b : R x R -> RQ, b(x,y) « xy + xy, 
and S bears an hermitian form b f defined i n the same way. Our map ß 
i s isometric with respect to b' and b, since ß i s n-equivariant. Now 
the form b f on S i s non singular, {indeed, the class of (S,b f) i n 
W(R0) i s the element ^ g / j j (1) studied already i n § J. I Thus ß i s 
o 
certainly infective. Since now we regard S as a subring of R and ß 
as the inclusion map. 
We have to show S « R. We pick an arbitrary maximal ideal m of 
R^  and denote by A,B,C the localized rings R , R , S respectively, o otn m ID 
I t suffices to prove B » C. We use again the l e t t e r b for the her-
mitian form induced on B by the form b above on R. Let W be the set 
of a l l x i n B with b(x,C) « 0. Since C i s a non singular submodule 
of B, we have the orthogonal decomposition 
(*) B m C x W. 
Moreover 
(**) CW c W, 
since C i s stable under J-n and 
b(xy,z) = b(x,yz) 
for x,y,z i n B. Now the A-module C has a free basis 1,<i> with the 
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relation a) -(jo » a for some a i n A, such that 1+4a i s a unit of A, 
cf. [KEW2, 5.13] or [Sm]. The involution of C i s given by » « 1 - «)• 
We consider the element u : = 1 - 2u> of C, which i s a unit of B since 
u = 1+4a. By (**). we have uW c W. But on the other hand u = -u, and 
also w » -w for every w i n W since b(w,l) » 0. Thus uW i s contained 
i n the fixed ring A of the involution of B, and a f o r t i o r i uW c B. 
Prom (*) we obtain uW = 0 and then W * 0, since u i s a unit* Thus 
B » C, and our theorem i s proved. 
Example 6.4. Let R be the ring TL [V"^ 1 ] equipped with the involution 
V^l" H - Y-^ * The ring |R| i s simply connected, as can be deduced from 
Minkowski 1s lower estimate for the discriminants of algebraic number 
fi e l d s as i n the previous examples 5 .2 . The TT-ring Q ®2ZiR> i * e # *ke 
quotient f i e l d of R with the involution induced by J^, has a unique 
signature, and thus by Cor. 4.11 also R has a unique signature p. 
The pair (R,p) i s real closed, but J-p i s degenerate. 
§ 7 Real closures of semi-local rings* 
We f i r s t derive a general result on the extension of 
signatures. 
Definition 7.1. Let A be an arbitrary commutative ring (without 
TT-action). A ring extension B ^ A i s called a quadratic et ale 
extension of A, i f B i s et ale over A and for every maximal ideal tn 
of A the A-module B^ i s free of rank 2. m w 
I f A i s weakly semi-local (cf.§ 5), then every quadratic etale 
extension of A i s an Artin-Schreier extension A a] with some a 
i n A such that 1+4a i s a unit, as defined i n § 5, cf. [Klft^,, 5.13] 
or [Sm]. 
In general we have for every quadratic etale extension B/A a 
unique automorphism a of B such that A i s the fixed ring of a [Sm]. 
Indeed, by a standard argument i t suffices to show th i s for the l o -
calizations Bm/Ajn with m running through the maximal ideals of A, i . e . 
we may assume that A i s l o c a l . Then B » A + Ata with an Artin-Schreier 
generator tt). One immediately checks that there exists precisely one 
automorphism a of B over A different from the identity, defined by 
a(aj) • 1-u), and that indeed a has the fixed ring A. 
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We have a « 1 , and we c a l l a the canonical involution of B/A. 
We now regard A and B as tT-rings with t r i v i a l involution, and we 
denote by B 1 the ring B equipped with the involution a. 
Proposition 7.2. Let B be a quadratic etale extension of A. Every 
signature a of A can be extended to precisely one of the TT-rings B 
and B f. I f B i s an Artin-Schreier extension A a] then a extends 
to B i f and only i f c(l+4a) - 1 (cf.[KRW2, 5.15]). 
Proof. Let a : (A,a) -* (K,T) be a morphism into a s t r i c t l y real 
closed pair (K VT) with. K a f i e l d . Such a morphism exists by § 4. 
Further l e t B denote the tensor product of B and K over A 
constructed by use of a. Then B i s a quadratic etale extension of K 
and (B ® K) ' » Bf ® K. Now by Th. 3*15 the signature o can be ex-
tended to B {resp. B'} i f and only i f T can be extended to B ® K 
{resp. B' ® KJ. Thus we see that i t suffices to prove both assertions 
i n the case that A i s a f i e l d and (A,a) i s real closed. Assume a i s 
an element of A with B » A a]. Then B « A [VcH with c = 1+4a. 
1. Case: a(c) » 1. Then c i s a square i n A, and B as A x A, the 
inclusion map from A to B corresponding to the diagonal embedding. 
a has two extensions to B, but no extension to B f, since W(Bf) « 0. 
2. Case: a(c) « -1. Then B s X. We have W(A) « W(Bf) » Z and W(B) « 
a s T h u s a has no extension to B and one extension to B r. 
q.e.d. 
Let now (R,p) be a real closed and weakly semi-local pair, and 
l e t p Q denote the r e s t r i c t i o n of p to RQ. By Prop. 3.17 the pair 
(R Q,p Q) i s s t r i c t l y r eal closed. We have seen i n § 6 that the involu-
tion of R i s non degenerate. Thus R i s a quadratic etale extension of 
R - Choosing a natural number h > 1 with 4h-1 a unit i n R we have o w o 
according to § 5 the following e x p l i c i t description of R over RQ. 
(Notice that JRJ i s the otriet universal covering of|RQ{, and apply 
Cor. 5.4.) 
(7.3) ß - R Q + R0(w, u)2 - u) - -h, w - 1 - O D . 
We want to prove 
Theorem 7.4. W(R) a Z • In particular p i s the unique signature 
of R. 
To prove t h i s theorem we need three lemmata. 
Lemma 7.5. Assume a i s an element of R^  with 1+4a € R^  and 1 o o 
2 p(l+4a) « 1 . Then a'« b - b with some b i n E A, and thus 1+4a. * o o 
- (1-2b) 2 . 
Proof. By Prop. 7*2 the signature p Q can be extended to the Ar t i n -
Schreier extension R Q [jg a], equipped with the t r i v i a l involution. 
Since (R o,p Q) i s s t r i c t l y real closed, t h i s implies that R Q [J, a l 
i s not connected, and then 
Eo $ ^ = V + V 1 " e > 
with an idempotent e. We thus have elements b,c i n fiQ such that 
z : » be + c(1-e) 
2 2 2 f u l f i l l s the equation z - z = a. This means b - b • c - c « a. 
q.e.d. 
Lemma 7.6. Let B be a ring with t r i v i a l involution which i s s t r i c t l y 
simply connected and weakly semi-local. Then for every maximal ideal 
3K of B the f i e l d B/Dl i s separably closed. 
Proof. Assume STO^  i s a maximal ideal of B such that B/50RQ i s not 
separably closed, and l e t 
p 0 ( t ) - t n + a^31""1 + ... + a n 
be an irreducible separable polynomial of degree n > 1 over B/Dl . 
We choose a semi-local subring Bf of B such that B i s integral over 
BV and the subfield B f/Dl o n B f of B/S»o contains a l l coefficients a ± 
of p Q ( t ) . Let w Q 3 J ? o n B f, niyj, ..., denote the f i n i t e l y many 
maximal ideals of B 1. We choose for every i with 1 < i < t a sepa-
rable polynomial 
P i ( t ) = t n + a ^ V " 1 + ... + a n ( i ) 
of degree n over Bf/m^. Indeed, i f Bf/m^ i s f i n i t e we may choose 
p^(t) as an irreducible polynomial, and i f B'/m^  i s i n f i n i t e we may 
choose p^(t) as a product of different linear polynomials. By the 
"Chinese remainder theorem" we find a polynomial 
p(t) = t n + a^tn~^ + ... + a n 
i n B f [ t ] , whose image i n (B l/m i)[t] i s p^(t) for 0 < i < r. Clearly 
the ring C : • B[t]/(p(t)) i s a f i n i t e etale extension of B. I f C 
would not be connected then also C/DloC would not be connected, which 
contradicts the i r r e d u c i b i l i t y of p Q ( t ) . Thus C i s a covering of B 
of degree n > 1. This i s a contradiction, since B i s s t r i c t l y simply 
connected. Thus B/5DtQ must be separably closed. 
q. e.d. 
Returning to our real closed pair (R,p) we obtain from 
Lemma ?•€> the following 
Corollary 7.7* Let m be a maximal ideal of R .. I f nB i s not a 
maximal ideal of R, then the f i e l d EQ/m i s separably closed. I f iriR 
i s maximal, then the f i e l d RQ/m i s s t r i c t l y real closed (« real 
closed i n c l a s s i c a l terminology). 
Proof. In the f i r s t case 
R/mR & R Q/ W x R o/ w 
(with the involution at the right hand side interchanging the 
factors), and thus EQ/nt i s separably closed by the previous lemma. 
In the second case R/mR i s a separably closed f i e l d , again by the 
previous lemma, and th i s f i e l d has degree 2 over RQ/tn. Thus by a 
well known theorem of Art i n and Schreier [AS2"! the f i e l d RQ/tn i s 
s t r i c t l y real closed. 
q.e.d. 
Lemma 7.8. Let a be a unit of RQ. Then p(a) * 1 i f and only i f a 
i s the norm N(e) » eF of some unit t of R. 
Proof. For every e i n R* the spaces (1) and (N(c)) over R are 
isometric and thus p(N(e)) * 1. Assume now that a i s a unit of R Q 
with p(a) » 1. We choose the number h occuring i n the description 
(7.3) of R/RQ as an odd number such that h ^ 0 mod p and 4h £ 1 mod p 
for a l l the f i n i t e l y many odd prime numbers which may occur as the 
characteristics of some residue class f i e l d RQ/m of RQ. Then both h 
and 4h-1 are units i n RQ. We have to solve the equation 
a « N(x+yu)) « x + xy + hy 
with x and y i n RQ. Since by Cor. 7.7 a l l f i e l d s RQ/m have i n f i n i t e l y 
many elements there exists a unit c of R Q such that for b : * ac 2 
the three elements 
1-bh, 4+b(l-4h), 4h2b+(l-4h) 
are units i n RQ. Indeed such a unit c can be found i n any semi-local 
subring A of R Q containing a, suck that R Q i s integral over A and 
a l l residue class f i e l d s of A contain more then 7 elements. 
Having fixed such a unit c we f i r s t consider the case that 
—1 
p(1-bh) •« 1. Since also p(b) « 1, we have p(b~ -h) • 1. Now also 
1+4(b~1-h) * b"1{4+b(l-4h)} 
i s a unit, and according to a general rule about signatures 
[KRW2, 2.31 we obtain 
p(l+4(b~1-h)) « 1 . 
By Lemma 7«5 there exists some x i n R Q with 
-1 2 b -h - x -x. 
Thus 
-1 2 b » x -x+h 
-1 2 - 2 
i s a norm, and also a « b b e i s a norm. 
We now consider the remaining case that p(l-bh) « - 1 . Then 
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p(bh -h) »• 1, and hence also the unit 
1+4(bh2-h) * 4h2b+(l-4h) 
has value +1 under p. Again by Lemma 7*5 there exists some x i n R( 
with 
bh 2-h - x 2-x. 
p 
Thus bh i s a norm, which implies that a i s norm. 
q. e.d. 
Theorem 7*4 i s now an immediate consequence of Lemma 7*8. 
The ring W(R) i s generated by the elements [ ( a ) ! with a i n R£. 
According to Lemma 7*6 we have (a) s* (1) i f a(a) = 1, and thus 
also (a) a (-1) i f a(a) « - 1 . Therefore W(R) « Z [ ( 1)1. Since R 
i s r e a l , [ ( 1 ) ] i s not a torsion element, and W(R) s» 7L • 
We state a consequence of Theorem 7• + • 
Corollary 7.9* Let (T,T) be a weakly semi-local pair with t r i v i a l 
involution, and assume that (T,T) i s s t r i c t l y real closed. Then T 
i s the only signature of T and 
W(T) - TL e 3l 
with » the n i l r a d i c a l of W(T). 
Proof. Let h denote a natural number > 1 with 1-4h a unit i n T. 
Then the s t r i c t universal covering T of T has according to Cor. 5.4 
the form 
Let R denote the TT-ring (T) 1, i.e. the s t r i c t universal covering 
of T equipped with the automorphism a f i d of 7/T as involution. 
Let a be an arbitrary signature of T. The n-ring T (with t r i v i a l 
involution) i s non r e a l , since - ( 4 h-l) i s a square i n Thus a 
certainly cannot be extended to T . By Prop. 7*2 the signature a 
extends to a signature p of R. Since |R| i s simply connected i n 
the category of rings without involution, the pair (R,p) must be 
real closed. Now Theorem 7*4 t e l l s us that p i s the only signature 
of R. This implies that a i s the only signature of T, and we have 
a •« T. Clearly 
W(T) « TL « Ker(t). 
Since T i s the only signature of T ;the ideal Ker(x) i s the only 
minimal prime ideal of T, cf. Th. 2.3, and thus Ker(T) = Ä. 
q.e.d. 
Definitions 7.10» i ) Let E be a weakly semi-local TT-ring. We c a l l 
R real closed i f R possesses a signature p such that (R ,p) i s real 
closed, and we c a l l R s t r i c t l y real closed i f R has t r i v i a l involution 
and possesses a signature p such that (R ,p) i s s t r i c t l y real closed. 
These definitions are natural, since by Th. 7*4 and i t s Corollary 7.9 
i n both cases p i s the only signature of R. i i ) Further l e t A be a 
connected weakly semi-local TT-ring, and a be a signature of A. Then 
we c a l l a covering cp : A -» R a real closure of A with respect to o, 
or a real closure of (A,a), i f R i s real closed and the unique 
signature p of R extends a. In the same way we use the notion of a 
s t r i c t real closure • : A «+ T of A with respect to o i n the case that 
A has t r i v i a l involution. 
I f <p : A -*.R i s a real closure of A with respect to a, then by 
Th. 7^4 the induced map cp* : W(A) W(R) may be identified with a. 
In the case that 2 i s a unit we can simplify Corollary 7.9. 
Proposition 7«11» Let T be a s t r i c t l y real closed weakly semi-local 
ring, and assume that 2 i s a unit i n T. Then W(T) as TL . ' 
Proof. W(T) i s generated by the elements [ (a) 1 with a i n T*. Since 
a can be written i n the form 1+4b with b i n T, we see from Lemma 7.5 
that (a) 2- (1) i f a(a) - 1 and then (a) a (-1) i f a(a) » - 1 . Thus 
W(T) - TL ( 1 ) & 2Z . 
q.e.d 
The assumption that 2 i s a unit i s essential i n Prop* 7*11 > 
as shows the following 
Example 7.12. Let A be the l o c a l i z a t i o n of the ring Z£ with respect 
to the prime ideal 2Z , and l e t a be the r e s t r i c t i o n of the signature 
of to the subring A, which by Cor. 4.11 i s the unique signature 
of A. Let T be a s t r i c t real closure of A with respect to o. F i n a l l y 
l e t n be a square free natural number with n s 3 mod 4. Then n i s 
not a square i n T . Indeed, otherwise T would contain the ring 
B : * A[Vnl. Since both rings are integrally closed we would obtain 
from the Galois theory of f i e l d s , applied to the quotient f i e l d s of T 
and B, that B coincides with the fixed ring of T with respect to the 
group H of a l l automorphisms of T over B. Thus B would be a covering 
of A, which i s not true. A f o r t i o r i y i s not a square i n T, and thus 
the element z : * [(1,-n)] of W(T) i s not zero. But z has value zero 
under the unique signature of T. Thus W(T) i s not isomorphic to ffi . 
The following proposition improves the previous Cor. 7.7. 
Proposition 7.13* Let T be a connected weakly semi-local ring with 
t r i v i a l involution, which i s s t r i c t l y real closed. Let $ denote the 
prime ideal of T associated with the unique signature T of T (cf. 
Th. 4.8 and Appendix B). 
i ) For every maximal ideal m of T with m + p the f i e l d T/m i s 
separably closed. 
i i ) I f p i s a maximal ideal, then T/p i s s t r i c t l y real closed ( i . e . 
a real closed f i e l d i n c l a s s i c a l terminology). 
N»B. The ideal p may be maximal or may be not maximal. 
Proof. Assume m i s a maximal ideal and the f i e l d T/m i s r e a l . Then T 
has a signature which can be extended to T/m. This signature must be 
the only signature T, and thus m i s contained i n $, which implies 
w = Now Prop. 7* 13 follows from Cor. 7*7* 
q.e.d. 
Corollary 7.14». Let R be a connected weakly semi-local TT-ring 
which i s real closed. Let $ denote the prime ideal of R associated 
with the unique signature p of R. 
i ) For every maximal ideal 3DR of R the f i e l d R/K i s separably 
closed. 
i i ) The ideal i s stable under the involution of R, and the i n -
duced involution on the f i e l d R(T) i s not t r i v i a l . 
i i i ) If.» i s a maximal ideal of R and 3R ± then SI i s not stable 
under the involution of R. 
Proof. The f i r s t assertion follows from Lemma 7*6 and the fact that 
JR| i s simply connected i n the category of rings without involution, 
which has been proved i n § 5. Clearly' $ i s stable under Jg, since J f i 
i s an automorphism of the pair (R,p). Let tw denote the Artin-Schreier 
generator of R over R Q occuring i n (7*3) • We have m + t» • 1. Suppose 
the image (jo1 of u> i n R($) would be fixed under the involution of 
1 • R ( $ ) . Then t»' * 2, and 
h m U)f -
i n R ( $ ) . But 1-4h i s not zero i n R ( ^ ) . Thus o)f i s moved by the 
involution of R ( ? ) , and t h i s involution i s certainly not the identity. 
Now l e t © be a maximal ideal of R different from and l e t m denote 
the intersection 5» n R q # By § 4 the ideal p : » ^ n R i s the prime 
ideal associated with the unique signature p Q • P ( R 0 of the s t r i c t l y 
real closed ring R Q, and $ i s the only prime ideal of R lying over p. 
Thus certainly m 4 p, and by Prop. 7*13 the f i e l d RQ/M ±B separably 
closed. Therefore the quadratic etale extension E/mR of RQ/m i s 
not connected. This means m # Jg(m). 
q.e.d. 
We close t h i s section with an application of our result, that 
a s t r i c t real closure of a connected semi-local ring with t r i v i a l 
involution has only one signature (Cor.7*9)* 
Proposition 7.15« Let K be an algebraic number f i e l d , not necessarily 
of f i n i t e degree over and l e t S be a f i n i t e set of non archimedian 
spots of K. Let denote the maximal subfield of the algebraic 
closure K which i s unramified with respect to a l l spots i n S. Further 
l e t Y/j a n d- Y2 b e t w o e l e m e n t s o f order 2 i n the Galois group G(IT|K). 
Assume that the restrictions Y/J and ^ l ^ n r a r e c o nO ug&te elements 
i n G ( K ß R j K) • Then Y^ and Y2 a r e c o n d u 6 a t e i n G(!T|K). 
Proof. There exists some a i n G(K|K) such that Y^ and a / y c o i n c i d e 
-1 
on Kjjp» Replacing Y2 ^  &Y2 A we assume that and Y2 have "the same 
r e s t r i c t i o n to 
nr 
Let R^ , Rg denote the subfields of fixed elements of Y/p 
Y2 i n Due to our assumption the intersections R^  fi and 
ß 2 n K n r a r e eQ^ a l*. a a i e f i e l d s R>, and Eg, equipped with the t r i v i a l 
involution, are s t r i c t l y r e a l closed [ASg]* We denote by the 
unique signature of R^ . By the uniqueness theorem for s t r i c t real 
closures the conjugaey of Y«J and Y2 i s equivalent to the assertion 
that the rest r i c t i o n s P^|K and pgl^ are equal. Let A denote the 
semi-local subring of K consisting of a l l elements which are 
integral with respect to a l l spots i n S. I t suffices to prove 
that the restrictions cr^  : - P / j | A and ag • • a r« eQ uöl/' 
since every Bippiature of A can be extended i n only one way 
to a signature of K [KBV2, Prop. 2.14]. 
The integral closure T of A i n i s a s t r i c t universal 
covering of A. Let B denote the integral closure of A i n the 
f i e l d Rxj n « Hg n K n r equipped with the t r i v i a l involution, 
and l e t denote the r e s t r i c t i o n p^JB. Then ( B , T I ) i s a covering 
of ( A , ^ ) , and (B,T^) i s s t r i c t l y real closed since the only non 
t r i v i a l covering I of B i s non r e a l . Since B has only one signature 
(Cor. 7*9), we have « T 2, hence * o 2. 
q.e.d 
§ 8 The m u l t i p l i c i t i e s n(t,A) i n the semi-local case. 
Let (A, a) be a connected weakly semi-local pair and l e t 
(B,T) be a covering of (A,a), which then again i s weakly semi-local. 
We shall study the automorphisms of (B,T) over (A,a), and thereafter 
we shall compute the m u l t i p l i c i t y n(*r,A) introduced i n § 3 i n the case 
[B:A] < oo# 
For any weakly semi-local ring C and signature p of C we denote 
by >(p) -the prime ideal associated with p, cf. Theorem 4.8, and by 
p" the signature induced on the quotient f i e l d C(p(p)) of C/p(p). We 
further denote by Q(p) the set of a l l f i n i t e sums 
N(x 1)a 1 + ... + N(x r)a p with x i i n C, a i i n C£, pCap = 1, and 
x^C + ... + x^C »• C. As explained i n Appendix B thi s set Q(p) 
coincides with the set Q(p|Co) introduced already i n § 4. 
We return to our covering (B,T) of (A,a). We denote by aQ and 
T Q the restri c t i o n s erj A Q and T| B q respectively, and we use the 
following abbreviations: p : = p(c), <* : s $ (T), pQ : « P ^ a 0 ' ) ' 
q Q : » ^ ( T O ) . By Th. 4.8 we have po = p n A Q and q Q * q n B Q. 
Before coming to the main subject of th i s section we prove 
Proposition 8.1. q n A = p, and q Q n A Q «= p o # Further Q(T) n A Q = Q(o)* 
Proof. Denoting the intersection q n A by p' we have a natural 
commutative diagram 
A C — > B 
> B(q). 
The signature a of A can be extended to the signature T of B(q), 
and thus a can also be extended to a signature of A(p 1 )• This 
implies p' c p. 
Let now a : (A,a) -* (R,p) be a morphism into a real closed 
pair (R,p) whose kernel i s the prime ideal p. We obtain such a 
morphism for example by composing the natural map from (A,o) to 
(A(p),o) with a real closure of (A($),<j). By Th* 3*9 a can be extended 
to a morphism ß from (B,T) to (R,p). Let r denote the kernel of p. 
Then we have a commutative diagram 
A 
a 
R 
B 
B(r) 
with Y the canonical map from B to B ( 0 and fc y « ß. The signature T 
can be extended to R by p, and thus T can also be extended to B(r). 
This implies r c q and then p « t n A c p 1 . Thus we have proved 
p « p\ i.e. p « q ft A. We also have 
to * p n A^ m q n A s q n A . 
*o r o o o o 
I t follows from the definition of Q(<j) and Q ( T ) v that Q(a) i s 
contained i n Q(T) n A q . Let now z be an element of Q(t) n A Q . Then z 
i s neither an element of - Q(a) nor of p, since - Q(a) i s contained 
i n -Q(T) and p i s contained i n q. Thus z must l i e i n Q(a) . This 
proves Q(o) - Q(T) n A Q # 
q.e.d. 
Proposition 8»2» The group G of automorphisms of (B,T) over (A,a) 
contains at most 2 elements. I f the involution of B(q) i s t r i v i a l 
or i f the involution of A())) i s non t r i v i a l , then G * 1. On the other 
hand i f G + 1, then the element 4s i d of G induces the (nontrivial) 
involution of B(q). 
Proof. For every automorphism g of (B,T) over (A,a) we denote by g 1 
the induced automorphism of (B(q),7) over (A($),o). Now 7 corresponds 
to an ordering of B(q ) Q , and g 1 yields an automorphism of B(<00 
preserving t h i s ordering. Furthermore g 1 i s the identity on the 
subfield A(p) Q, and B(q) Q i s algebraic over A(p) o. Thus g 1 must be 
the identity on B(q) Q. Indeed, g 1 cannot permute the f i n i t e l y many 
conjugates of an element x of B ( 0 0 over A(p) Q, since g f preserves 
the ordering relations between them, and thus g r(x) = x. Denoting 
by a the involution Jg( q) we obtain Mia I g 1 » i d or g' •« -j. 
c 
Let C denote the subring B of B. By § 1 we know that B i s a 
galois covering of C. We consider the commutative diagram 
B 
A 
c 
with ep the inclusion map, ß the canonical map from B to B(q), and 
a the r e s t r i c t i o n of ß to C. For every g i n G we have ß c g. .* g'oß. 
Hence by Cor. 1.16 any two elements g^, g 2 of G with g^ 1 g 2' must 
coincide themselves. Thus G has at most 2 elements, and i f G contains 
an element g * i d , then 
g f « J * i d . 
Certainly such an element g does not exist i f *j 
the identity on A(p). 
Examples 8.3« I f B has t r i v i a l involution then (B,T) has no 
automorphism over (A,o) except the identity. The same holds true 
i f A has a non degenerate involution. A proof of the f i r s t statement, 
completely different from our proof of Prop. 8.2, i s already 
contained i n [KRWg^ 5]* I f A has t r i v i a l involution but B has non 
t r i v i a l involution, then Jg i s an automorphism of (B,T) over (A,a), 
cf. Lemma 3*11 • By Prop. 8.2 this i s the only automorphism except 
the identity. In particular a s t r i c t real closure T of a weakly 
semi-local ring A with t r i v i a l involution has no automorphism 
except the identity, and a real closure R has only the automorphisms 
i d and J ß over A. {Recall from § 7 that both R and T have only one 
signature.} 
We now come to the definition of the numbers n(r,A) for i n f i n i t e 
coverings. Let (A,a) be an arbitrary connected pair and l e t 
a : (A, a) (S, y) be a morphism into a real closed pair (S,y). For 
every f i n i t e covering (B,T) of (A,a) we denoted i n § 3 by n(t,A) the 
number of morphisms from (B,T) to (S,y) extending a. As we have seen 
i n § 3 t h i s number n(r,A) i s > 1 and does not depend on the choice 
of a. Furthermore i f C/A i s a subcovering of B/A then clearly 
(8.4) n(T,A) a n(T,C) U(T|C,A). 
I f now (B,T) i s an i n f i n i t e covering of (A,cr) then we define U(T,A) 
as the supernatural number [cf.S, Chap.I,§ 1 ] 
« i d or i f j i s not 
q.e.d. 
U(T,A) * sup n(T| Bf ,A) 
B\ 
with B f running through a l l f i n i t e subcoverings of B/A. {n(r,A) i s 
a 
a formal product up p with p running through a l l prime numbers and 
0 < Op < oo }. I t i s then easily seen that (8.4) remains true for 
arbitrary coverings* Again n(T,A) may be interpreted as the number 
of morphisms from (B,T) to (S,y) extending the morphism a above. In 
general n(r,A) may well be i n f i n i t e , c f . the end of § 11, but i f A i s 
weakly semi-local t h i s does not occur. Indeed, l e t (R,p) denote a 
real closure of (B,T). Then n(T,A) divides n(p,A) and n(p,A) i s the 
number of automorphisms of (R,p) over (A,a). Thus i f A i s weakly semi-
loca l we know from Prop. 8.2 that n(*r,A) i s 1 or 2. More precisely 
the following holds true: 
Theorem 8.5. Let (B,T) be a covering of a weakly semi-local 
connected pair (A,a) and l e t p,q denote the prime ideals of A and B 
associated with o and T respectively. I f A(p) has t r i v i a l involution 
but B(q) has non t r i v i a l involution, then U(T,A) = 2. In the other 
cases n(r,A) = 1. 
Before proving th i s we restate Th. 8.4 i n the special case 
(B,T) « (R,p) i n other terms. Recall from Cor. 7.14 that the involution 
of the f i e l d R (0 with T the prime ideal associated with p i s non 
t r i v i a l . 
Corollary 8.6. Let R be a real closure of (A,rr). I f A(p) has t r i v i a l 
involution then R has precisely two automorphisms over A. Otherwise 
the identity i s the only automorphism of R over A. 
We now prove Theorem 8.5. As above l e t (R,p) denote a real 
closure of (B,T). I f A(p) has non t r i v i a l involution, then we know 
already from Prop. 8.2 that R has no automorphism over A except the 
identity and thus 
n(T,A) * n(p,A) * 1. 
We assume since now that A($>) has t r i v i a l involution. Consider the 
morphism 
X : (A , a ) — (A(p) ,c) (B(q),7) Ü (S, Y) 
with the f i r s t two arrows the canonical maps occuring already i n the 
proof of Prop. 8.2, and the morphism K being a real closure of 
(B(q),7). Clearly X has the extension 
M : (B,T) -» (B(q) ,T) * (S, Y) 
to (B,T), with the f i r s t arrow again the canonical map. Assume now 
that B(q) has non t r i v i a l involution. Then also J g o \i i s an extension 
of X which i s different from p. Thus n(T,A) * 2 i n this case. Applying 
this to (R,p) instead of (B,T) we have already proved Corollary 8.6 
completely. To f i n i s h the proof of Th. 8.5 i t remains to consider the 
case that B(q) has t r i v i a l involution. We have 
n(p,A) =r n(p,B)n(T,A) 
and we know already 
n(p,A) * n(p,B) * 2. 
Thus n(r,A) = 1, and Th. 8.5 i s conrpletely proved. 
Remark 8.7. I f (A,a) i s a weakly semi-local pair but not necessarily 
connected, and (B,T) i s a f i n i t e fetale extension of (A,a), then the 
reader may check that Prop. 8.1 and i t s proof remain v a l i d . Further-
more Theorem 8.5 can he extended verbatim to the present situation. 
Indeed, one easily retreats to the case that A and B are semi-local. 
Then one uses the fact, that A and B are f i n i t e cartesian products 
of connected TT-rings, and that T i s induced by a unique signature of 
one of the factors of B, cf. [KRWp,§ 2]. 
§ 9 Applications to the theory of Witt rings. 
Our results on signatures and real closures obtained up to 
now imply some consequences for the structure of Witt rings. Of 
course these applications have a modest range, since signatures 
are insensitive to the torsion part and the n i l r a d i c a l of a Witt ring. 
Let A be a real ring with involution, and l e t X denote the set 
of a l l signatures of A. This set can be identified with the set of 
a l l minimal prime ideals of W(A) and then also with the set 
Spec(Q ® W(A)) of a l l prime ideals of ®^W(A), associating with 
a signature a of A the kernel of the corresponding homomorphism 
from <ft ® W(A) to .ft," cf. Th. 2 .3. Since <ft ® W(A) has K r u l l dimension 
zero, Spec(<ft ® W(A)) i s with respect to the Zariski topology a 
Boolean space, i.e. a t o t a l l y disconnected compact Hausdorff space 
[B,p§ 4 Exercise 16, p.173]. Thus by the above id e n t i f i c a t i o n also X 
i s a Boolean space. Without referring to prime ideals this topology 
of X can be described as the coarsest topology such that a l l functions 
(9.0) z : X 7L , a H> a(z) 
with z running through W(A) are continuous, as i s immediately checked. 
Of course SI here bears the discrete topology. Clearly the sets 
{a € x|a(z) = a} with fixed z i n W(A) and a i n % are clopen (* closed 
and open) i n X and form a basis of X. For a more thorough description 
of this topology i n the case that A i s semi-local cf.[KEW2,§ 3 ] . 
Let V(A) denote the reduced Witt ring of A, i.e. the quotient 
of W(A) by i t s n i l r a d i c a l 3l. The ring 17(A) i s torsion free and thus 
w i l l be regarded as a subring of <k »^^(A). Indeed, i f A i s semi-local 
then 51 coincides with the torsion part of W(A), as has been shown i n 
[KHW^], and thus "by Dress> theorem 2.4 the torsion part of W(A) w i l l 
be contained i n 9t i n the general case. 
The ring ft ® 7(A) i s von Neumann regular [B^, Exc.17, P»64; 
Exc.16, p. 173]. Every signature a of A induces maps from 7(A) to TL 
and from ft ® 7(A) to ft, which we again denote by a. Due to the 
correspondence of the signatures with the prime ideals of ft ® 7(A) 
we have a natural ring isomorphism 
(9.1) a A : ft ® 7(A) — > C(X,ft) 
from ft ® 7(A) onto the ring C(X,ft) of a l l continuous ft-valued functions 
on X, assigning to each element z of ft ® 7(A) the function 
z : a v+ a(z), cf.[ A-K,Th.2.3]. lOf course ft bears the discrete 
topology.] 
By th i s "Gelfand isomorphism" the subring W(A) of ft ® 7(A) 
i s mapped onto a subring of C(X,2£ ). Let W(A) denote the integral 
closure of 7(A) i n ft ® 7(A). The ring C(X,Z ) i s integrally closed 
and integral over 7L , since C(X,5Z ) i s generated as a module over TL 
by the characteristic functions of the clopen subsets U of X. 
IXJJ = -1 on U and = 0 on X\U}. A f o r t i o r i C(X,2fc ) i s integral over the 
ring a A ( 7(A)), and thus a A maps W(A) isomorphically onto C(X,2£ ). By 
the way we learn that 7(A) i s integral over 2 and thus W(A) i s integral 
over TL . (This remains true i f A i s non real.) 
The Gelfand isomorphism depends on A i n a functorial way. 
Indeed, l e t cp : A 4 B be a homomorphism from A into another real 
ring B with involution, cp induces a ring homomorphism cp* from W(A) to 
W(B) and thus also a homomorphism from ft ® 7(A) to ft ® 7(B) which we 
again denote by CD*. On the other hand we have a continuous map p from 
the Boolean space I of signatures of B to X, assigning to a signature 
T of Y i t s r e s t r i c t i o n TJA « T O % . The diagram 
(9-2) 
ft ® 7(A) 
ft ® 7(B) 
-> C(X,ft) 
lA 
a B 
-> C(Y,ft) 
with p* denoting the map f i * f o p clearly commutes. 
The continuous map p Just defined i s closed since X i s compact 
and Y i s Hausdorff. As a f i r s t application of the trace formula 
developed i n § 3 we obtain 
Proposition 9.5« I f cp i s f i n i t e etale, then p i s also open. 
Proof. Let U be a clopen subset of Y and l e t denote i t s 
characteristic function. Then we can f i n d some element z i n W(B) and 
some natural number m > 1 such that the function z (cf.3.0) coincides 
with mxjj, since a ß i s an isomorphism from ft ® 7(B) to C(Y,ft). Using 
the trace formula 
r ( E r * B / A ( z ) ) * E p n(T,A) T(z) 
Tj O 
we see that the function ( t^*B/^(Z))^ on X has the support p(U). Thus 
p(U) i s clopen i n X. 
q.e.d. 
Since now cp : A -* B always denotes a f i n i t e etale homomorphism 
We study the function T h n(T,A) on Y associated with cp. 
Proposition 9.4. The function T * n(T,A) i s lower semi-continuous, 
i.e. for every natural number m > 1 the set of a l l T i n Y with 
n(T,A) < m i s open. 
Proof. Let T q be a point i n Y. We want to show n(T,A) < n(T Q,A) 
for a l l T i n some neighbourhood of T q. Let a Q = P ( T 0 ) and l e t 
p"" 1(a ) .« ! T . , , . M T » I be the fibre of p through T }r > 0}. There 
O \J X • o 
exists some x i n W(B) with T Q(x) # 0 and T i(x) • 0 for 1 < i < r. 
2 
Let z denote the element x . We have T(Z) > 0 for every T i n Y and 
furthermore 
T q ( Z ) > 0, T ± ( Z ) - 0 for 1 <. i < r. 
Let further w denote the element ^*£/A(ZO of W(A). We introduce the 
clopen sets 
U : . IT 6 Y|T(Z) = T Q ( Z ) | , 
V : « {a € X|a(w) = o 0 ( w ) | , 
W : = U n p~ 1(V). 
W i s a clopen neighbourhood of T , and the trace formula yields for 
T i n W and a * P ( T ) , that 
a(w) > U(T,A)T(Z) - n ( T , A ) T Q ( z ) . 
On the other hand, again by the trace formula 
a(w) « aQ(w) « n ( T O , A ) T Q ( z ) . 
Since T Q ( Z ) * 0 this implies n(T,A) < n(T QA) for a l l T i n W. 
q.e.d. 
Lemma 9»5» i ) The function T H n(t,A) on Y i s l o c a l l y constant i f 
and only i f the function 
f : o H» Card p""1(cj) 
on X, assigning to each a i n X the number of points i n i t s f i b r e , 
i s l o c a l l y constant, i i ) Assume that f i s l o c a l l y constant and l e t 
r denote the maximum of f on X. Then the ring extension 
cp* : W(A) W(B) i s f i n i t e etale. More precisely we can find r idem-
potents e/|,...,er i n W(A) such that as an algebra over W(A) 
W(B) ^ x ... x A r 
with A i : « W(A)ei. 
Proof, i ) Let <jQ a point of X. I f f ( a Q ) » 0 then f(o) = 0 
for a l l a i n some neighbourhood of a Q , since p(Y) i s a closed 
subset of X. Assume since now f(o_) • s > 1 and l e t T T denote 
O I s 
the points of p"" (a0.)« We choose mutually disjoint clopen neighbour-
hoods U| of the TV such that U(T,A) < n(r i,A) for every T i n UV. This 
i s possible by the preceding Prop. 9*4. Then we choose a clopen neigh-
bourhood 
Vcp(ü|) n ... n p(u;) 
of o Q such that the function (^*B/A( /0)'* i s constant on V and further-
more 
p - 1 ( v ) c u ... u u; , 
which again i s possible since the image of Y^(UJ, U ... u U') i n X i s 
I s 
closed and does not contain O q. Let 1^ denote the clopen neighbour-
hood p~ (V) n U£ of Then p maps each onto V and 
p" 1(V) . u ... U Ug. 
For every er i n V we have 
a(Tr*(1)) * a 0(Tr*(1) ) 
and thus by the trace formula 
s 
I ^ H(T»A) - j ; n(T l tl) 
P(T)«O i=1 
On the other hand n(T,A) < nCTjA) for T i n U^ .' Thus we see that i n 
each there l i e s precisely one point over a ,i.e. f ( a ) « s, i f and 
only i f n(t,A) « UCT^A) for every i i n [1,s] and T i n p" (o) n V^. 
Now the f i r s t assertion of the lemma i s evident* 
i i ) Assume that f i s l o c a l l y constant. Then we may assume that on 
the clopen neighbourhood V of aQ constructed above i n addition f i s 
constant, and we see that every XL, 1 < i < s, i s mapped b i j e c t i v e l y 
onto V. 
We now cover p(Y) by f i n i t e l y many clopen sets ,....,Vn such 
that 
for every •}, with clopen sets U^ ^ which are mapped b i j e c t i v e l y onto 
V... Replacing by V_A (V^ u ... u V-_/|.) for 3 > 1 we assume i n 
addition that the V. are mutually d i s j o i n t . Clearly f has the constant 
value s. on V., hence 
r » MaxCs^,...,sn). 
For every i i n [ 1,r] we denote by Z. the union of a l l sets TJ.- with 
1 < 0 < n and s. > i . Then 
Y » u U Z 
and each Z i i s a clopen subset of Y which under p i s mapped 
bi j e c t i v e l y and thus homeomorphically onto i t s image X^ : « p(Z^). 
We have 
r 
C(Y,Z ) % n c(z. ,zz) 
and 
C(Z±,Z ) & C ( X I , E ) - C ( X , 2 Z ) x x > . 
Here a l l isomorphisms are compatible with the action of C(X,ZJ) on 
the corresponding rings. Now the second assertion of our lemma 
follows from the diagram (9»2), since C(X,ZZ>) and C ( Y V E ) correspond 
to the rings W(A) and W(B) under the Gelfand isomorphisms and a^. 
q. e.d. 
We now state the f i r s t main result of this section, essentially 
announced already i n [K^]. By 2""°° we denote loc a l i z a t i o n with respect 
to the powers of 2. 
Theorem 9*6. Let A,B be weakly semi-local rings with involution and 
l e t cp : A 4 B be a f i n i t e etale homomorphism. Assume that the 
involution i s either t r i v i a l or non degenerate. Put s : « 1 i f 
i s non degenerate or i f J ß » i d and s : * 2 i n the remaining case 
J A « i d and J B non degenerate. Let further t denote the natural number 
s" 1 Max[B :A 1 with m running through a l l maximal ideals of A. Then 
m in 
the homomorphism 
cp* : 2""°°W(A) 2~°°W(B) 
i s f i n i t e etale. More precisely there exist r < t idempotents 
e^,...,er of 2""°QW(A) such that as algebra over 2~°°W(A) 
2~°nW(B) & A1 x ... x A r 
with A- 2~°QW(A)ei. 
Proof * There i s nothing to prove i f A or B i s non real i n view of 
Th* 2.3. Assume now that A and B are both real* By Remark 8.7 we 
have n(T,A) » s for every signature T of B. Thus we can apply the 
preceding Lemma 9.5, and we clearly have r < t for the natural number 
r occuring there. The n i l r a d i c a l of W(A) i s the torsion part of W(A) 
and t h i s torsion part i s 2-primary [KRW^]. Thus we can identify 
2~*V(A) with the subring 2~°°CT(A) of § ® tf(A). Furthermore "W(A)/tf(A) 
i s again a 2-torsion group [KRW^, Prop. 3.171* Thus 2~°°W(A) -
• 2~°%f(A). In the same way we can identify 2~°°W(B) with 2~°°W(B), 
and we obtain the theorem from the preceding Lemma 9»5. 
q.e.d. 
Assume now that cp : A -* B i s a f i n i t e etale homomorphism and 
a : A 4 A' i s an arbitrary homomorphism between rings with involution. 
As i n previous sections we denote for any ring C with involution by 
Sign(C) the set of signatures of C which i s a Boolean space. We have 
a commutative diagram 
B 
4P 
1 ® a B • A' 
fa 
cp ® 1 
A' 
from which we obtain a continuous map 
* : Sign(B ®AA«) -» Sign(B) x S i g n ( A ) S i g n ( A ' ) 
between Boolean spaces, mapping a signature T' of B ®AA' to the pair 
(T f| B,Tf-| A1-) consisting of the restrictions Tf|B « T f ^ ( l ® a)* and 
f ' j A j = Tf*(cp ® I ) * * By Th. 3*15 thi s map * i s surjective and thus 
identifying. 
Theorem 9*8. We assume A to be weakly semi-local. 
i ) Every fibre of $ contains at most 2 elements. 
i i ) Assume i n addition that either B has t r i v i a l involution or A 
has a non degenerate involution. Alternatively assume that Af has 
t r i v i a l involution and B ®^Af has a non degenerate involution. Then 
$ i s bije c t i v e and thus a homeomorphism. 
i i i ) In addition to one of the assumptions made i n i i ) we also 
assume that A' i s weakly semi-local. Then the kernel and the cokernel 
of the map 
W(B) ® w ( A )W(AO -> W(B ®AA') 
induced by the diagram (9*7) above are 2-torsion groups. 
Proof. We assume that A,B,Af are a l l r e a l , since otherwise the 
assertions are t r i v i a l . Let (T,o f) be an element of the fibre product 
Sign B x sign A S I G I 1 A ' 8 X 1 4 L E * 0 denote the common r e s t r i c t i o n 
T| A « er1 j A of the signatures T of B and a 1 of Af. We have to count 
the signatures T F of B ® Af with T11 B * T and Tr|.Af = o 1. For t h i s 
reason we choose some morphism X from (A^a 1) into a real closed 
pair (S,y). Then the morphisms \i from (B,T) to (S,y) with \iotp = X*a 
correspond b i j e c t i v e l y to the morphisms (j f from (B ® A1 , T 1) to (S,y) 
with |i1 o (cp ® 1) = X and T 1 running through the fibre V"' ,(T,O I). Thus 
we obtain by our description of the m u l t i p l i c i t i e s U(T,A) i n Th. 3.4 
n(T,A) = ^  n(T ,,A) 
with Tf running through *" (T,a f). From this relation the 
assertions i ) and i i ) follow immediately: We have n(r,A) < 2 by 
Remark 8*7, since we assume A to be weakly semi-local* Thus $ (T,crf) 
contains at most 2 points* I f i s non degenerate or J ß i s t r i v i a l 
then by the same theorem n(r,A) = 1 and thus $ (T,CF! ) contains only 
one point. The same holds true i f AV has t r i v i a l involution and 
B ® AA f has non degenerate involution, since then a p r i o r i n(T f,A f) > 2 
for every signature Tf of B ® A1 (Prop. 3.12 and 8.4). The thir d 
assertion now follows from an interpretation of 2~"°°W(B ® A 1) as the 
ring of continuous functions on Sign(B ® A 1) with values i n 2~Q°7L and 
of 2~°°W(B) ® y^W(A f) as the ring of continuous functions on 
Sign(B) x S i g n ^ S i g n ( A ! ) with values i n 2""°°2i . 
q.e.d. 
We now switch over to another topic, which over f i e l d s of 
Char $ 2 has been discovered by A.Dress, cf. [D^l and [D^,Prop.2]. I f 
B i s a f i n i t e etale extension of A, then we obtain from B the non 
singular bilinear space J^r%/jL^^ consisting of the projective 
A-module B equipped with the form Trg^(xy). For shortness this 
space w i l l be denoted by {B/A} or simply by \B\. We c a l l these spaces 
the natural spaces over A, and we denote by N(A) the subring of W(A) 
generated by the natural spaces. From the evident rules 
(9.9a) {B^\ X {B2I - {B^ x B 2j 
and 
(9-9b) • {B1} ® {B 2j - {B,, ® A B2} 
we see that every element of N(A) i s a difference [B\ - {c| of two 
spaces. (If no confusion i s to be feared we denote the image of 
{B{ i n W(A) again by IB}.) 
We want to obtain some information about the ring N(A) of 
natural spaces. For t h i s reason we introduce the Burnside ring 
fl(A) of A, which by definition i s the Grothendieck ring of f i n i t e 
etale algebras B over A. Let [B] denote the stable isomorphy class 
of such an algebra B {[B] * [ B ' T i f B x D ~ Bf x D for some f i n i t e 
etale algebra D. | The elements of fi(A) are differences [B^] - [B 2] 
of these stable isomorphy classes, and the addition and multiplication 
i n n(A) i s given by 
[ B ^ + [B 2] » [B,, x B 21, 
[ B ^ • [B 2] = [B,, ® A B 21. 
Clearly 0(A) has the u n i t element [A]. 
Let C be a completely arbitrary commutative algebra (with 1) 
over A. Then C yields a ring homomorphism 
mapping the class [B] of a f i n i t e etale A-algebra B to the number of 
A-homomorphisms from B to C. We have the following theorem of 
Burnside - Dress [D 2]: 
Theorem 9*10* Assume A i s connected. 
i ) I f B^ and B 2 are two f i n i t e algebras over A with Y c ^ i l Ä Yc[B 2] 
for every covering C of A, then B^  B 2. 
i i ) The isomorphy classes of coverings C of A correspond uniquely to 
the homomorphisms X from fi(A) to TL by the relation X » y^. 
i i i ) The minimal prime ideals of 0(A) are the kernels of these 
homomorphisms X. 
Of course i n t h i s theorem our ring A with involution can be 
replaced by a connected tu-ring for an arbitrary f i n i t e group u). 
Corollary 9/11« Let A be an arbitrary ring with involution (or 
oaring). 
i ) Every two stable isomorphic f i n i t e etale algebras over A are 
actually isomorphic. 
i i ) The minimal prime ideals of Q(A) are the kernels of the 
homomorphisms from 0(A) to TL . 
i i i ) 0(A) has no nilpotent elements * 0. 
Proof. A l l t h i s i s clear from Th. 9*10 i f A i s connected and then 
also for a f i n i t e product A « A^ x ... x A p of connected rings A i 
with involution, i.e. for a ring A with involution, which has only 
f i n i t e l y many idempotents. The assertions then can be deduced for 
arbitrary A by observing that A i s an inductive l i m i t of noetherian 
subrings stable under the involution. 
According to the formulas (9*9) we have a well defined 
homomorphism 
Sc : fi(A) -» W(A) 
mapping an isomorphy class [B] to the element |'B} of W(A). Following 
[Dg] we c a l l Sc the Schar lau map over A. Clearly Sc has the image N(A). 
Lemma 9*12. Let a : W(A) -> % be a signature of A, and l e t 
a : (A,a) -* (R,p) be a morphism into a real closed pair (R,p). Then 
the function a o Sc on 0(A) coincides with y^. {Of course R i s regarded 
as algebra over A by a.} 
Proof. For an arbitrary f i n i t e etale algebra B over A the trace 
formula yields 
a oSc[B] « a|B| « ^ n(T,A) 
T J (J 
with T running through the signatures of B extending a. According 
to the description of the n(T,A) i n Th. 3*4 th i s sum i s the number 
y R[B] of homomorphisms from B to R over A. 
q.e.d. 
For any ring A we denote the localization ft A b r i e f l y by 
ft ® A. The ring ft ® 0(A) i s von Neumann regular* (cf. the discussion of 
ft ® tf(A) above). Thus also the homomorphic image ft ® N(A) of 
ft ® 0(A) i s von Neumann regular. In particular ft ® N(A) has no n i l -
potent elements, hence we may regard ft ® N(A) as a subring of 
ft ® ff(A). 
Theorem 9»13* Assume A i s connected. The following statements are 
equivalent: 
( i ) ft ® N(A) m Q ® ff(A). 
( i i ) I f Oy\ and ag are signatures of A with ° Sc » a^o Sc, then 
a1 s a 2 r 
( i i i ) I f R i s a covering of A which i s real closed with respect to 
some signature then the group of automorphisms of R over A acts 
t r a n s i t i v e l y on the set Sign R of signatures of R. 
Proof. ( i ) * ( i i ) : Let Y denote the set of ring homomorphisms from 
(ft ® N(A) to (ft. The kernels of these homomorphisms are the prime ideals 
of (ft ® N(A). This follows either from Th. 9*10. i i i or from the fact 
that ft ® tf(A) i s integral over ft ® N(A). Thus we may identify Y with 
the Boolean space Spec(ft ® N(A>). Let further X denote the Boolean 
space of signatures of A which we interpret as the homomorphisms 
from ft ® 7(A) to ft. The map f : X -> Y assigning to a signature o 
i t s r e s t r i c t i o n to ft ® N(A) i s continuous. We have a commutative 
diagram 
ft ® N(A) ~ > C(Y,ft) 
r 
(*) i f* 
ft ® 7(A) ~ > C(X,ft) 
with Gelfand isomorphisms as horizontal maps, i the inclusion map, 
and f* the map between the function rings induced by f, cf. the 
discussion leading to the diagram (9*2) above. In particular f* i s 
infective, hence f i s surjective. Statement ( i i ) means that f i s 
infective and thus bigective. This i n turn i s equivalent to the state 
ment that f* i s b i j e c t i v e . Now the equivalence ( i ) <* ( i i ) i s clear 
from the diagram (*). 
( i i ) =» ( i i i ) : Let a : A + R be the map which makes R a covering of A. 
Let py,,p2 be two signatures of R, and l e t « p^oa*, a 2 s p 2 o C L * 
denote their restrictions to A. We know from Th. 5.1, that [A:R] * 2. 
Thus R has no real covering of degree >1 and the pairs (R,p^), (R,p2) 
both are real closed. By Lemma 9.12 we have 
; Oy\ o Sc • a 2 o Sc = Yß* 
Under the assumption ( i i ) t h i s implies * a 2, and then, by the 
uniqueness theorem 3.5 for real closures, that (R,p1) i s isomorphic 
to (R,p2) over A. 
( i i i ) * ( i i ) : Assume that and o 2 are signatures of A with 
o 1 o Sc « a 2oSc, and l e t (R i,p i) denote a real closure of ( A , ^ ) . 
u M Sek >8Q.. 
Then by Lemma 9» 12 
Thus by Burnside fs theorem 9*10 the coverings R^  and Rg over A are 
isomorphic. We choose an isomorphism ß from R^  to Rg over A and we 
denote by p g f the signature pg ° ß* on R^ . By our assumption there 
exists an automorphism X of R^  over A with pg » p^ o X*, and then 
ß o x i s an isomorphism from (R ^ p ^ ) to (Rg,pg) over A. Clearly the 
restrictions and CTg of P/pp2 *° A must coincide. 
q.e.d. 
Of course we obtain analogous results by working only i n the 
category of rings with t r i v i a l involution. Let A be a ring with 
t r i v i a l involution, and l e t ß0(A) denote the subring of fl(A) gener-
ated by the f i n i t e etale algebras with t r i v i a l involution. Further 
l e t 
Sc o : n 0(A) _> W(A) 
denote the r e s t r i c t i o n of the Scharlau map to Q 0(A) and l e t N Q ( A ) 
denote the image of Sc Q. F i n a l l y we denote for an arbitrary A-algebra 
C with t r i v i a l involution by YQ the r e s t r i c t i o n of the Z&-valued 
function YQ to 0 o ( A ) . Then we have 
Lemma 9«12a. Let a be a signature of A and l e t a : (A,a) •+ (T,T) 
be a morphism into a s t r i c t l y real closed pair (T,T). Then o oSc Q 
coincides with YrjU 
In proving the analogous result to Th. 9.13 we have to be 
sl i g h t l y careful, since for a s t r i c t l y real closed pair (T,T) we do 
not know i n general, whether T i s also s t r i c t l y real closed with 
respect to a l l other signatures of T. {We know this i f there exists 
a prime number which i s not a unit i n T, cf. proof of Prop. 5.5} • We 
obtain 
Theorem 9* 13a. Assume A i s connected and has t r i v i a l involution. 
Then the ^following are equivalent: 
( i ) ft ® N Q(A) = ft ® tf(A). 
( i i ) I f a^ j and a 2 are signatures of A with o^o Sc Q = QgO Sc Q, then 
a 1 Ä a 2 # 
( i i i ) I f T i s a covering of A with t r i v i a l involution which i s s t r i c t l y 
real closed with respect to some signature, then the automorphism 
group of T over A acts t r a n s i t i v e l y on the set of a l l signatures T 
of T such that (T,T) i s s t r i c t l y real closed. 
These theorems 9*13 and 9*13a imply the following concrete 
results. 
Examples 9*14« a) Assume A i s a weakly semi-local ring with involu-
l i o n . Then W(A)/N(A) i s a torsion group. Indeed, t h i s holds true i f 
A i s connected by the preceding theorem 9*13 since then according 
to § 7 every real closure of A has only one signature. By the usual 
standard argument we then see that W(A)/N(A) i s a torsion group also 
i f A i s not connected (cf. proof of Cor. 9*11)* Question: For which 
prime numbers p i s the p-component of W(A)/N(A) not zero? I f A has 
t r i v i a l involution then we obtain by the same method the stronger 
result that W(A)/No(A) i s a torsion group. Moreover W(A) * N 0 ( A ) 
i f i n addition 2 i s a unit i n A. This has been observed by Dress 
i n the case that A i s a f i e l d [D 0], and follows i n our more 
general situation by the same argument as i n [Dgj. This argument 
also shows W(A) • N(A) i f A has arbitrary involution and 2 i s a unit. 
b) Let A be the ring K[X] of regular algebraic functions on a 
smooth affine curve X over the f i e l d R of real numbers equipped 
with an involution. Let E be a covering of A which i s real closed 
with respect to some signature. We shall prove i n § 11 that then 
W(R) = 2Z , and hence ß has only one signature. Thus by the pre-
ceding theorem 9.13 ft ® N(A) * ft ® 17(A). Furthermore every nilpotent 
element of W(A) i s a torsion element, since A i s a Dedekind domain 
[KEWj]. Thus ft S> 7(A) = ft ® W(A), and W(A)/N(A) i s again a torsion 
group. I f A has t r i v i a l involution then even W(A)/NQ(A) i s a torsion 
group. 
§ 1 0 The main theorem for semi-local rings. 
In t h i s section we mostly regard rings which are not equipped 
with an involution. Thus we s l i g h t l y change our notation for the 
present section: A ring B equipped with an involution J w i l l be 
denoted by (B,J) instead of a single l e t t e r . 
Let A be a connected weakly semi-local ring, and l e t G denote 
the Galois group of the universal covering I over A. For every signature 
a of (A,id) we choose a s t r i c t real closure T of A with respect to a 
(cf. Def. 7 .10). We know from § 5 that [X:T] = 2. Thus we have a 
unique element y of order 2 i n G whose fixed ring i n X i s T. If we 
choose another s t r i c t real closure of a, then by the uniqueness theorem 
—I 
for s t r i c t real closures (Cor. 3*10) y changes to aya for some a i n 
G. Associating with c the congugacy class of Y we thus obtain a well 
defined map $ from the set Sign(A) of signatures of (A,id) to the set 
of conjugacy classes of elements of order 2 i n G. This map $ i s i n -
fective, since the fixed ring T of y has only one signature from which 
we obtain a back by r e s t r i c t i o n to A, We shall prove 
Theorem 10.1. * i s bi j e c t i v e . Thus the signatures of A correspond 
uniquely to the conjugacy classes of elements of order 2 i n G. 
A generalization of th i s theorem to rings with involution 
(Th. 10.12) w i l l be the "main theorem" to which the t i t l e of th i s 
section alludes. 
Notice that we did not exclude the case that A i s non r e a l . In 
this case Th. 10.1 t e l l s us the s t i l l remarkable fact, that G contains 
no elements of order 2. 
Theorem 10.1 w i l l follow immediately from 
Proposition 10.2. Let A be a connected weakly semi-local ring* 
Assume [X:A] a 2. Then A i s real with respect to the t r i v i a l 
involution. 
Indeed, to prove Th. 10.1 i t only remains to show that $ 
i s surjective. Thus l e t y be a given element of order 2 i n G, and 
l e t T denote the fixed ring of y. By Prop. 10.2 the ring T has at 
least one signature T# Certainly (T,T) i s s t r i c t l y real closed, since 
the only non t r i v i a l covering T of T (with t r i v i a l involution) i s non 
r e a l . Thus the con-jugacy class of y i s the image of T| A under §. 
Most space of the present section w i l l be occupied by the proof 
of Prop. 10.2. We f i r s t w i l l be concerned with the construction of 
cycli c coverings of degree 4. Then we shall prove Prop.10.2 by 
observing that the ring A there does not possess any cyclic coverings 
of degree 4. 
For our study of c y c l i c coverings of degree 4 we do not need 
the hypothesis that A i s weakly semi-local. Thus A i s now an arbitrary 
commutative ring with 1. We introduce on A compositions ©and * (cf. 
[Sm]), defined by 
aob « a + b .+ 4ab • a(l+4b) + b, 
a*b m a + b - 2b * a(l-2b) -h b. 
Notice that 
(10.3) 1 - 2(a*b) - (1-2a)(l-2b) ; 
1 + 4(aob) - (1+4a)(l+4b). 
Both compositions p and * are associative and commutative and have 
the neutral element 0. Moreover we have the map 
p 
: A -» A, x x -x 
which s a t i s f i e s the identity 
j&(a*b) - ^>(a)y(b). 
We denote by F(A) the set of elements x i n A with 1-2x a unit and by 
A (A) the set of elements y i n A with 1+4y a unit. r(A) i s a group 
with respect to the composition *, the inverse of an element x of 
r(A) being the element -X( 1 - 2X)~ , and A(A) i s a group with respect 
to o , the inverse of y i n A(A) being the element -y(l+4'y)""y| • The 
re s t r i c t i o n of jo to T(A) i s a group homomorphism from T (A) to A( A). 
We c a l l two elements y and z of A equivalent, and write y ~ z, i f 
there exists some x i n F(A) with 
2 
y 2 » y^oCx -x). 
The relevance of A(A) and of this equivalence relation stems 
from the fact, used already i n § 5 and § 6, that the elements of A (A) 
yield quadratic etale extensions (cf. Def. 7.1) of A, For every a i n 
A we have an extension B « A + A® of A with free basis 1, w and the 
p 
relation <D -U) « a. We denote this "Artin-Schreier generator" UJ by 
f~ a. The algebra B - A[^ b~ a] i s etale over A i f and only i f a l i e s 
i n A (A) (cf.[KSW2,pp 241 f f ] and [Sml). The other Artin-Schreier 
generators of thi s algebra B - A + At» are precisely the elements 
u)' • (l-2X)«i + X 
with X i n r(A), as i s immediately checked. This implies that for a 
and b i n A the algebras A[^T a] and A[^ >"" b] are isomorphic over A 
i f and only i f a ^  b. 
As stated i n § 7 a l l quadratic etale extensions of A have 
Artin-Schreier generators i f A i s weakly semi-local. Thus i n t h i s 
case the set of isomorphy classes of quadratic etale extensions of A 
can be identified with the cokernel of : r(A) -> A(A). More general 
results can be found i n [Sm]. 
In general, i f A i s connected then for a i n A(A) the ring 
B = A^b^a] i s not connected i f and only i f 
"B.as A x A s* A [ ^ 1 0 ] . 
Thus every a i n A (A) which i s not equivalent zero yields a covering 
of degree 2 over A (cf. proof of Lemma 7*5). 
We f i x some a i n A and consider the extension 
B a A[*T'a] » A + AID, u> -u) » a 
of A. We denote the canonical involution of B over A r i.e. the 
automorphism mapping (w to 1-u>, by z * z. This involution does not 
depend on the choice of the Artin-Schreier generator and has the fixed 
ring A. We further denote the norm map z K zz" from B to A by N. We 
now define maps \± and v from B to A by 
|i(x) « X * X , V(x) a X * X . 
We then have 
(10.4) N(1-2X) « 1 - 2|i(x), N(l+4y) « 1 + 4v(y). 
Thus u and v yie l d homomorphisms from T(B) to r(A) and A(B) to A (A) 
respectively. Clearly 
for every x i n B. Thus we have a commutative diagram 
T ( B ) H > T(A) 
(10.5) 
A(B) A(A) 
of group homomorphisms« 
We shall need the following complicated id e n t i t i e s . 
p p Lemma 10.6. Assume a « h for some b i n A with 1 + 2b + 4b a unit, 
Then 
/>(-b-2b*>* v(-bti)(1+2b+4b2)~1) = b*. 
Furthermore 
i s a unit. Thus 
1 + 4/>(-b-2b2) * (l+2b+4b 2) 2 
v(-btt)(l+2b+4b2)"1) ~ b 2. 
Proof. The second identity i s immediately v e r i f i e d . To prove the 
f i r s t one i t suffices to consider the case A « ZZ f t, (.1+2t+4t2)"/'l, 
b m t , with t an indeterminate. Thus we may assume that A i s an 
integral domain and 2 f 0 i n A. Then by (10.3) and (10.4) i t suffices 
to prove 
1 + 4b 2 = (1+2b+4b2)2 N(l-4btt)(l+2b+4b2)~1) 
or more simply 
1 + 4b 2 « N(l+4b2+2b(1-2u>)). 
This i s easily done 
q.e.d. 
Now we are prepared to prove 
Theorem 10.7. Let A be a connected commutative ring and l e t b an 
p 2 element of A such that 1 + 4b and 1 + 2b + 4b are units of A, but 
p • 
b i s not equivalent to zero. Then the commutative algebra 
E : = A[ ID, Q 1 over A with the defining relations 
u>2 - a) - b 2, C 2 - C = -bu>(l+2b+4b2)~1 
i s a galois covering of A whose Galois group G(E|A) i s cyclic of 
order 4. 
Remark 10.8. Assume that also b i t s e l f i s a unit. Then E i s gener-
ated over A by C alone. Assume i n addition that 2 i s a unit i n A. 
Then introducing the elements 
a : = (2b)" 1(l-2tt)), ß : = 1 - 2Q 
we have the defining relations 
a 2 « 1 + (2b)" 2 
and 
ß 2 - (l+2b+4b2)""14b2(a2+a). 
Thus E can be written i n the form 
with units c and d of A. This i s the typical form of cy c l i c coverings 
of degree 4 i n the case that A i s a f i e l d of Char> 2, cf.[Al,Chap.IX] 
and [DDI. 
Proof of Th. 10.7. The subring B : - A [ « ] of E has the defining 
2 2 
relation m - u) « b , hence B i s a quadratic covering of A since 
"b l i e s i n A(A) and i s not equivalent zero. We introduce the element 
Y : » -bu)(l+2h+4b2)"1 
of B. By Lemma 10.6 the element V(Y) i s equivalent to b and thus 
l i e s i n A (A). By (10.4) th i s implies that y i t s e l f l i e s i n A(B). But 
Y i s not equivalent to zero over B, since v(y) i s not equivalent to 
zero over A {recall (10.5) }• Therefore E = B[^] i s a covering of B 
of degree 2 due to the defining relation 
C 2 - C > Y, 
and E i s a covering of A of degree 4. 
p 
The three elements C, tt>,-b-2b a l l l i e i n the group T ( E ) , since 
their images under the map j& : E -* E l i e i n A(E) (cf. Lemma 10.6 for 
p 
-b-2b). Thus there exists a unique element TI i n T ( E ) with 
C' * t) * (-b-2b2) » u). 
Applying p to this equation we obtain 
Y o^(ti)o^>(^b-2b2) > b 2. 
On the other handr denoting by 6 the conjugate of y i n B, 
6:* -b(1-tö)(1+2b+4b2r\ 
we have by Lemma 10.6 
y o b o^(-b-2b2) • b 2. 
Thus we see 6 « jj°(ry), or more e x p l i c i t l y 
n 2 - ti m 6. 
Using our defining relations of E over A we now can write 
down e x p l i c i t l y 4 different homomorphisms from E to X over A, namely 
except the identity 
a) B> tt), c H 1 - C; 
tt) i* 1 - «), C H» TI; 
tt) I* 1 — tt), C H 1 - T). 
Since [E:Al « 4 this must be a l l homomorphisms from E to X over A 
.(cf. Prop. 1.6). They a l l map E into E. Thus E i s galois over A. 
Recall that every homomorphism from E to E over A i s an automorphism 
of E (cf. Lemma 1.1). Thus we have l i s t e d above the f u l l Galois group 
of E over A. This group apparently i s cy c l i c of order 4. 
q.e.d. : 
Assume now that A i s connected and weakly semi-local and that 
[X:A] s 2. We want to prove the assertion of Prop. 10.2 that A i s r e a l . 
For every maximal ideal 3JI of X the f i e l d X/Dl i s separably closed by 
Lemma 7*6. Now S/Ä has degree < 2 over the subf i e l d A/5TO DA. If this 
degree i s precisely 2, then A/TO n A i s r e a l , since Prop. 10.2 i s 
known to hold true over f i e l d s [AS£], and thus A certainly i s also 
r e a l . Thus we assume since now that for every maximal ideal m of A 
the f i e l d A/m i s separably closed. (This assumption i s not substantial 
for the arguments below.) We denote by © the set of a l l maximal ideals 
m of A such that A/m has not characteristic 2. This set may of course 
be empty. We need a technical lemma. 
Lemma 10.9* Let a /j,...,a n be a f i n i t e sequence of elements of A. Then 
there exists a semi-local subring B of A and a family {M(m)| m € 6} of 
subsets M(w) of the f i e l d s A/m with the following four properties: 
( i ) Every set M(«) has cardinality |M(m)| < 2 5 n 1. 
( i i ) I f x i s an element of A such that x mod m does not l i e i n M(tn) 
2 p p 
for every m i n ©, then the element (a^ + ..... + a n)x l i e s i n 
A(A) and i s equivalent zero• 
( i i i ) A i s integral over B. Every set M(m) i s contained i n the sub-
f i e l d B/m n B of A/m. 
(iv) I f two maximal ideals m^ ,!^  i n S have the same intersection 
n B » »2 n B with B, then M(m^ ) * Mdi^) {both sets regarded 
as subsets of B/^ n B « B/m2 n B}. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. n « 1: For every m i n © we 
define M(m) as the set of a l l elements i n A/m which are zeros of 
at least one of the following two separable polynomials over A/m: 
1+ 43^ 2T 2, 1 + 2^5? + 4a 1 2T 2. 
Here a^ denotes the image of a^ i n A/m. A l l these sets M(m) contain 
at most 4 elements. I f x i s an element of A such that x mod m does 
p p 
not l i e i n A/m for every m i n ©, then clearly 1 + 4a^x i s a unit, 
p p p p i.e. a^x l i e s i n A (A). Furthermore 1 + 2a^x + 4a^x i s a unit. Since 
A has no cyc l i c coverings of degree 4 we now obtain from Th. 10.7 that 
p p 
a^x ~ 0. Thus the conditions ( i ) , ( i i ) of our lemma are f u l f i l l e d . 
We choose a semi-local subring B1 of A containing a^ such that A i s 
integral over B f. Then by the method used i n the proof of Lemma 7.6 
one easily constructs an overring B of B\ i n A such that for every 
m i n © the zeros of the two separable polynomials l i s t e d above l i e 
i n the subfield B/m n B of A/m. With th i s ring B the conditions ( i i i ) , 
(iv) are also f u l f i l l e d . 
( n - 1 ) * n: We choose a family {N(m)|m € ©} of subsets N(m) of the 
fi e l d s A/m and a semi-local subring C of A, for which the properties 
( i ) - (iv) hold true with respect to the sequence ,... ,a For 
every m i n 6 we denote by U(m) the set of a l l z i n A/m which are 
zeros of one of the polynomials 
(*) .1 '•+ 4a n 2T 2, 1 + 2anT + 4a n 2T 2 
over A/m* Let x be an element of A such x mod m does not l i e i n U(m) 
2 2 
for every m i n 6. As we have seen above a n x l i e s i n A (A) and i s 
equivalent zero. Thus there exists an element b i n A such that 
and 1-2b i s a unit. Introducing the element 
y : « x(1-2b)~ 1 
we have 
( a 2 + ... + a 2 ) x 2 » [ ( a 2 + ... •+ a Q 2 ^ y 2 ] o ( a 2 x 2 ), 
hence 
( a 2 + ... + a n 2 ) x 2 ~ ( a 2 + ... + a^_ 1)y 2. 
Thus i f y mod m does not l i e i n N(m) for every m i n 6, then 
p p p (a^, + ... + a^ )x ~ 0. 
Let us analyse the situation, that y mod m l i e s i n N(m) for some m. 
We have an equation 
x » (1-2F)c 
i n A/m with some element c of N(m). Squaring th i s equation we obtain 
x 2 - 0 + 4 a 2 x 2 ) c 2 
and then 
(1 - 4 a ^ c 2 ) x 2 - c 2 = 0. 
We now introduce the set V(m) of a l l z i n A/m which are zeros of 
one of the polynomials 
(**) (1 - 4a n 2c 2)0? 2 - c 2 
over A/m with c running through N(m), and we define 
M(m) : » U(m) U V(m). 
By the consideration above this family |M(m)jm € ©I f u l f i l l s 
property ( i i ) * Furthermore 
|v(m)|< 2|N(m)|< 2-2 5 n" 4 = 2 5 n~ 5 
and 
|M(m)|< 2 5 n" 3 + 4 < 2 3 n " \ 
since n > 2. Now again by the method used i n the proof of Lemma 7.6 i t 
i s possible to construct an overring B of C i n A containing a^,... ,a n 
such that for every m i n © the separable polynomials l i s t e d above 
under (*) and (**) have a l l their zeros i n the subfield B/m n B of 
A/m. Then also the conditions ( i i i ) and (iv) are f u l f i l l e d . 
q.e.d. 
Now we are able to prove Proposition 10.2. We suppose that our 
ring A with [2T:AT = 2 i s non real with respect to the t r i v i a l involu-
tion, and we want to deduce from thi s supposition a contradiction. 
Since A i s weakly semi-local, we have 
I" - A[^T 1al 
with some a i n A (A) which i s not equivalent zero. The element -1 
of A i s a sum of squares i n A, since A i s assumed to be non real 
[K^,Cor*2.7]* Thus also 
1 + 4a * (1+2^P - 4a 2 
i s a sum of squares, 
2 2 
1 + 4a « a^ j + ... 4- a^ 
with a^ i n A. From th i s equation we shall deduce the contradiction 
a ~ 0 . We take some element b of r(A) and we study the element 
c : .« a o (b -b) 
of A(A). We have 
1 + 4c « (1+4a)(l-2b) 2. 
Introducing the element 
d : » c(1-2b)~ 1(1+4a)" 1 
we obtain 
C 2 (1+4C)~ 1 = d 2 ( a 2 + ... + a 2 ) . 
Starting from the sequence a^,•..,an we now choose a family 
{M(m)|m € 6} of subsets of those f i e l d s A/m, which have Char * 2, and 
a semi-local subring B of A as indicated i n the preceding Lemma 1 0 . 9 . 
Suppose we can choose the element b of A above i n such a way, that 
for every m i n S 
1) the element 1 - 2F of A/m i s f O , 
2) the element cT of A/m does not l i e i n M(m). 
Then b l i e s i n r(A), c 2(l+4c)'" 1 l i e s i n A (A) and i s equivalent zero, 
and 
a *v c [c (1+4c)~ 1 o c = c + c ~ 0, 
which i s the desired contradiction. 
We want to see that such a choice of b i s indeed possible. 
Assume that b f u l f i l l s the condition 1) but that d mod m l i e s i n 
M(m) for some m. Then we obtain i n A/m an equation 
with some g i n M(m) and 
f : « a(1+4a)~1. 
Let S(m) denote the set of elements of A/m which are zeros of 1 - 2T 
or of one of the separable polynomials 
with g running through M(m). Clearly both conditions 1) and 2) are 
f u l f i l l e d for b, i f b does not l i e i n S(m) for every m i n 6. Now 
By the method used i n the proof of Lemma 7^ 6 we can find some semi-
local overring D of B i n A such that for every m i n © the set S(m) 
i s contained i n the subfield D/m n D of A/m, and moreover a l l these 
f i n i t e l y many f i e l d s D/m n D contain at least 23n+2 elements. By our 
construction of the S(m) we have S(m,,) • S(m2) for maximal ideals 
m^ ,!^  i n 6 with n D•» m2 n both sets S(m^) regarded as subsets 
of D/m^  n D « D/m2 H D. By the "Chinese remainder theorem" we can 
find an element b of D such that b mod m 0 D does not l i e i n the 
proper subset S(m) of D/m n D for every m i n 6. This element b has 
F(1-2g) - g + I = 0 
T 2 - T(1-2g) - g + f 
|S(m)|^ 1 + 2|M(m)|<£ 1 + 2 3 n. 
the desired properties 1),2) above. Prop. 10.2 and Theorem 10.1 
are now proved. 
As an immediate consequence of Th. 10.1 we obtain 
Corollary 10.10. Let A be a connected weakly semi-local ring. Then 
the Galois group G(X|A) contains no element of order 4. 
Proof. Suppose a i s an element of order 4 i n G(A| A). By Th. 10.1 
p 
the fixed ring B of a i s s t r i c t l y real closed. But a induces a non 
t r i v i a l automorphism of B over A. This i s impossible by the results 
of § 8 (cf. Ex. 8.3)* 
q.e.d. 
Conjecture 10.11. I f A i s connected and weakly semi-local, then 
G(XJA) does not contain elements of f i n i t e order except involutions. 
To prove this conjecture i t suffices by Cor. 10.10 to show for 
every prime number p # 2 that G(1T|A) contains no element of order p. 
This i s certainly true i f p i s a unit i n A or i f p = 0 i n A. Indeed, 
l e t B be any connected weakly semi-local ring. Assume that p i s a 
unit i n B and that B contains roots of unity of order p. Then the 
cyclic coverings of B of degree p are up to isomorphy the extensions 
B[T]/(T:p-a) with units a i n B which are not p-powers i n B. If p « 0 
i n B then the cy c l i c coverings are the extensions B.[ T]/(TP-T-a) with 
a i n B but not a •« b^-b for some b i n B. These facts can be proved 
along the same lines as i n the f i e l d case, cf. e.g. [La,p.213 f f " ] . Now 
our assertion follows immediately by the arguments of J.B.Leicht i n 
his simjplification of Artin-Schreier fs proof [L]. By the way, i f only 
pn»0 i n A for some n > 1, then s t i l l G.(3L|A) contains no elements of 
order p, since the group G(T|A) does not alter i f A i s replaced by 
i t s reduction modulo the n i l r a d i c a l [G^, Exp.1, Th.8.3"U 
Thus our conjecture certainly holds true i f A contains a 
f i e l d , and also i f 2 l i e s i n the Jacobson radical of A. 
The following theorem i s a condensation of most of our efforts 
for semi-local rings. 
Main theorem 10.12« Assume A i s connected and weakly semi-local. Let 
J be an arbitrary involution on A. For every signature a of (A,J) we 
choose a real closure (X,a) of (A,J) with respect to a. Then the 
conjugacy class [a] of a with respect to the group G(XJA) i s uniquely 
determined by a. The map a K [a] i s a bisection from the set of 
signatures of (A,J) to the set of conjugacy classes of non degenerate 
involutions a on X which extend J. 
Notice that i n the case J »• i d this theorem coincides with 
Th. 10.1. 
Proof. We know from § 5 that indeed every real closure of (A,J) with 
respect to some signature a i s of the form (X,a) with an involution a, 
and from § 6 that a i s non degenerate. Furthermore by § 3 the pair 
(J,a) i s up to isomorphy uniquely determined by a, which means that 
the conjugacy class of a i s uniquely determined by a. Furthermore a 
i s the r e s t r i c t i o n of the unique signature of (X,a) (cf ••§• 7) to A, 
and thus different signatures y i e l d different conjugacy classes of 
involutions. F i n a l l y l e t a be a non degenerate involution of X 
extending J. Then the fixed ring T of a i s s t r i c t l y real closed by 
Prop. 10.2, and thus bears a unique signature T. By Prop. 7.2 T can be 
extended to a signature p of (X,a). Clearly (X,a) i s the real closure 
of the r e s t r i c t i o n a of p to (A,J). Thus every conjugacy class of non 
degenerate involutions on X extending J originates from a signature 
of (A,J). 
q.e.d. 
Involutions on semi-local rings occur i n abundance i n algebraic 
geometry. Whenever J i s an involution on a scheme (X,$ x) and x i s a 
fixed point of J i n X, then J induces an involution on <&x. I f x i s a 
point moved under J then J induces an involution on the semi-local 
ring A of local sections of defined i n a neighbourhood of {x,J(x)| 
To the authors opinion Th. 10.12 might serve as a comfort to 
those readers who d i s l i k e the complications and dragging passages i n 
this paper due to our study of rings with involution instead of rings 
without involution. 
§11 Real curves. 
Real affine curves provide an extremely beautiful i l l u s t r a t i o n 
of our theory of real closures, and thus w i l l be discussed here 
although everything done i n th i s section i s only an exercise on Witt's 
results about real function f i e l d s i n [Wl and [W^l. 
In this section X always denotes a smooth irreducible affine 
curve over the f i e l d R of real numbers {curve » scheme of dimension 1}, 
and A denotes the ring R[X] of algebraic functions defined on X. We 
assume that R i s the precise f i e l d of constants of X, i.e. that A 
does not contain V-1» B y A1 w e denote the ring A[V^11. 
We equip A with the t r i v i a l involution and A1 with the involu-
ti o n V"-1 . H -V-1 over A, and we want to describe e x p l i c i t l y the 
Witt rings W(A) and W(A'). For th i s we shall f i r s t r e c a l l the results 
of Witt mentioned above. 
Let F denote the f i e l d of fractions R(X) of A, i.e. the f i e l d 
of rational functions on X. Let Y denote the - up to isomorphy unique -
smooth projective irreducible curve over R which contains X as an open 
subset. The local rings of the closed points & of Y are precisely 
a l l discrete valuation rings of F containing R which have F as f i e l d 
of fractions. 
Further notations: 
mu : • maximal ideal of C . 
& P 
t : a an a r b i t r a r i l y chosen generator of mh . 
Y(R) : - set of real points of Y, i.e. closed points & with *) /m ss R. 
X(R) : * X n Y(R) = set of real points of X. 
S : = Y(R)\X(R), a f i n i t e set. 
I 
F* : a> F ( V ^ ) , equipped with the involution V^ -1 -Y-T over F. 
Y* : • normalization of Y i n F'. 
Q(F) : - group F*/F*2 of square classes (f) = f F * 2 of F. 
Q+(F) : = subgroup of a l l (f) i n Q(F) with f positive definite, i . e. i 
f{p) > 0 for a l l »> i n Y(R) where f i s defined. 
Q(F') : - group F*/N(F«*) of norm classes <f> = fN(F'*) of F *. 
Q(A) : - subgroup of a l l (f) i n Q(F) with f of even order at a l l 
closed points of X. 
Q+(A) : - Q(A) n Q +(F). 
Q(A') : « subgroup of a l l <f> i n Q(F') with f of even order at a l l 
p i n X(R). 
We need a more geometric interpretation of the groups Q(F), Q(F'), 
Q(A), Q(A'). We regard Q(F) as a subgroup of the unit group of W(F), 
namely as the set of classes of bilin e a r spaces (f) of rank one over F. 
Similary we regard Q(F') as the set of classes of hermitian spaces of 
rank one i n W(F*)• I t i s known that Q+(F) i s the set of a l l square 
classes (f) with f a sum of two squares, i.e. a norm of F'/F, cf. 
[W,Gel. Thus 
(11.1) Q(F') - Q(F)/Q +(F). 
The Witt rings W(A) and W(A') inject into W(F) and W(F') res-
pectively [KBW^, Lemma 1.11, and we regard since now W(A) as a sub-
ring of W(F) and W(A') as a subring of W(F'). Then Q(A) coincides 
with the set of classes of bilinear spaces of rank one over A 
[*K, 1 3 . 3 . 2 ] , and similarly Q(A') coincides with the set of classes of 
hermitian spaces of rank one over A'. The canonical map from Q(F) to 
Q(F') induces a map from Q(A) to Q(A') with kernel Q+'(A). We now 
show that t h i s map i s onto, i.e. 
(11.2) Q(A') « Q(A)/Q+(A). 
Indeed, l e t <f> be a norm class i n Q(A'). I f S i s not empty we write 
the divisor div(f) of f i n Y i n the form 
div(f) * o + N(b) 
with o a divisor with support i n S and N(b) the norm of a divisor b 
of YV of degree zero. Now the group•Pic(T ,y of divisor classes of 
degree zero over Yf i s an abelian variety over C and thus certainly 
a 2-divisible group. Hence we can find some function g i n F 1 and a 
divisor c i n Y1 of degree zero suchthat 
b « 2c + div(g). 
We obtain 
div(fN(g)"" 1) « a + 2N(c) 
which implies that the square class (fN(g)~ ) l i e s i n Q(A). I f S i s 
empty we proceed similarly starting with a decomposition 
div(f) » np Q + N(b) 
with b a divisor of Y' of degree zero and a multiple of a prime 
divisor to not contained i n X. o 
The structure of the group Q(A') has been completely determined 
by Witt i n [W], cf. also [Ge]. We introduce on X(R) the "strong 
topology", i.e. the coarsest topolgy such that the f i n A y i e l d 
continuous real valued functions on X(R). We have a decomposition 
X(R) * Z^ j u Z 2 U .... U Z p 
into r > 0 connected components |r « 0 i f X(R) i s empty} , and each 
Z^  i s homeomorphic either to a c i r c l e or to an open interval of R. 
The group Q(Af) consists of the norm classes <f> of definite functions, 
i.e. those f i n F* which have on each Z^  a constant sign. In view of 
(11.2) Witt's theorem I I I i n [Wl can be stated i n the following way: 
Theorem 11.3* For every choice of signs g. = + 1 for 1 < i < r there 
exists a square class (f) i n Q(A) such that f has on each the sign 
c^. The group Q(Af) i s isomorphic to (2K/2) r. 
For every p i n Y(R) we have an additive map 
• w : W(F) > W(R) ~-^ > TL 
p 
defined on the set Q(F) of generators of W(F) i n the following way, 
cf. [MH, p.851: I f f * ut* with u i n 0*, i i n TL , then t w ( f ) « 0 i f i 
p P P i s odd, * '(f) « 1 i f i even and u(p) > 0, if At) - -1 i f i even and P P 
u(p) < 0. 
The natural map from W(F) to W(Ff) i s surjective, since i t maps 
Q(F) onto the set Q(F') of generators of W(F f) # The kernel of thi s map 
i s the ideal generated by the elements 1 - (f) with (f) i n Q +(F), cf. 
[KRW^ , Prop.2.51* But the elements f occuring here are the sums of 
squares i n F*, and hence our ideal coincides with the n i l r a d i c a l of 
W(F) [Pf, Satz 221. Thus we may interpret W(F') as the reduction of 
W(F) by the n i l r a d i c a l , 
(11.4) W(F') - W(F) t e d ; 
Since the n i l r a d i c a l of W(F) consists of torsion elements [ P f l , every 
map • above factors through an additive map 
*' : V(F') —• Z (p € Y(R)). 
• • p 
We also have determinant maps from W(F) to Q(F) and from W(Ff) 
to Q(F f), cf. [Pf, p. 121]. {We use the word "determinant" instead of 
"discriminant", since we consider hermitian forms instead of quadratic 
forms.] The determinant of some element z i n W(F) or i n W(Ff) w i l l be 
denoted by d(z). I f z l i e s i n W(A) then d(z) l i e s i n Q(A), and i f z 
l i e s i n W(Af) then d(z) l i e s i n Q(A')* Now we can state Witt's result 
on real function f i e l d s i n [W^l: 
Theorem 11.5. Let z, w be elements of W(F) with same dimension index 
v(z) * v(w), same determinant d(z) » d(w), and iL(z) * K(w) for almost 
P P 
a l l p i n Y(R). Then z « w. 
Notice that the condition v(z) « v(w) i s superfluous i f Y(R) 4s 0. 
I f Y(R) « 0 then by this theorem, or by the description of Q +(F) 
above, 4W(F) * 0 and F i s non r e a l . Furthermore then WCP1) i s the 
f i e l d Fg.of two elements according to (11.4). 
I f Y(R) t 0 then a norm class <f> i s uniquely determined by the 
signs of the values f(p) at the points p i n Y(JR) where f i s defined, 
cf. (11.1). Thus for z i n W(Ff) the values t(f'(z) for almost a l l p i n 
P 
Y(R) determine beside v(z) also the determinant d(z), and we obtain 
from Th. 11.5 the following 
Corollary 11.6. Assume Y(R) + 0. Let z,w be elements of W(Ff) with 
'••jj(z)'"« *^(w) for almost a l l p i n Y(R). Then z * w. 
We now are prepared to describe W(A) and W(Af) e x p l i c i t l y . We 
interpret the closed points p i n X as the maximal ideals of A. For 
every component of X(R.) we have signatures 
o± : W(A)—> W(A/*)-^ -> TL 
and 
a i
f : V(A f) — • VCA'/pA1) TL 
with t> a r b i t r a r i l y chosen i n Z^, cf. Example 4 . 9 - {Notice that 
AVjjATss e, equipped with the complex conjugation as involution. I 
We know from Prop. 3.12 that o^J i s the unique extension of o^ to A 1; 
According to Th. 11.3 we choose for every component Z^  an element (f^) 
of Q(A) with a^(f|) • -1 and oAfz) - +1 for 3 * i . Recall that we 
denoted by 1(A), I(A') the ideals of elements with dimension index 
zero i n W(A) and W(AJ). 
Theorem 11.7« i ) Every element z of W(A) i s uniquely determined by 
the values v ( z ) , d ( z ) , a ^ ( z ) a p ( z ) . In case r >• 1 the value v(z) 
can be omitted. 
i i ) The torsion part I ( ^ ) t of 1(A) consists of the elements 1-(f) with 
f i n Q+(A) and i s the n i l r a d i c a l of W(A). 
i i i ) 1(A) has the direct decomposition 
1(A) « e B [ 1 - ( 0 1 a 1(A) 
i« 1 
The product of any two different elements 1 - ( f . ) , 1-(f .) l i e s i n 1(A). 
J- ü t 
iv) The homomorphism 
( a 1 , . . . , a p ) : W(A)-^ 7LT 
maps W(A) onto the subring of TLV consisting of a l l r-tuples 
(n^,...,^) with a l l n^ even or a l l n^ odd. 
v) G/j, • • •, o p are the only signatures of A. 
Proof. Clearly 1(A). i s the n i l r a d i c a l of W(A) since 1(F). i s the 
n i l r a d i c a l of W(F). Assertion i ) follows immediately from Th. 1.1.5 
and the fact that for z i n W(A) and p i n Z. we have a-(z) » tyu(z). 
1 1 P 
Let z be an element of I(A)^. Then d(z) i s contained i n Q(A) and 
also i n Q+(F) , since the ideal L ( ^ ) t i s generated by the elements 
1-(f) with f i n Q*(F). Thus d(z) l i e s i n Q +(A), and we obtain from 
Th. 11.5 that the elements z and 1-d(z) are equal. This proves ( i i ) . 
Let now be z an element of 1(A). Every a^(z) i s an even number 2n^. 
Consider the element 
r 
w : » z - S n . [ l - ( f i ) ] . i=1 
By use of Th. 11.5 we see 2w * 0, and thus w l i e s i n I(A)^. Conversely 
i f 
r z « E n ! [ l - ( f . ) ! + w' i»1 1 1 
with n? i n TL and w1 i n 1(A), , then a. (z) « 2n?, hence n. « n.f and 
1 O J- x X X 
w« w1. Again by use of Th. 11.5 we obtain 
[ i - ( f ± ) l [ i-<* d)] " 2 6 i a £-1-<fi>3-
Thus statement ( i i i ) i s proved. From t h i s description of 1(A) the 
statement (iv) i s evident, and by (iv) the y i e l d an isomorphism 
f rom <ft »2 W(A) to the ring Q^ . Thus ,...' 9o must be the only 
signatures of A. 
q.e.d. 
Remark 11.8. By t h i s theorem W(A) i s generated by Q(A). This fact 
had been overlooked i n [K,§ 14]. 
Theorem 11.9» The canonical map from W(A) to V(A f) i s suroective, 
and i t s kernel i s the n i l r a d i c a l 1(A). of 1(A). Thus 
V(A') « W(A) r e d # 
Proof. Since V(F f) « W(P) r e d (cf. 11.4) clearly V^') has no n i l -
potent elements + 0, and the kernel of our map i s indeed I(A)^. I f 
r - 0 then T(R) « 0 and W(Ff) « F 2, as stated above. This forces 
V(A f) * F^, and our map i s certainly surjective. Assume now r > 0. 
Starting from Cor. 11.6 we see as i n the proof of Th. 11.7 that I (A 1) 
i s generated by the elements 1 - <f^> with 1 < i < r. The image of W(A) 
contains 1 and I (A 1) and thus, must be the whole ring W(AI). 
q. e.d. 
Now we are able to prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 11.10. Let (R,p) be a real closed pair with R an integrally 
closed domain containing the f i e l d R of real numbers. Assume that 
the f i e l d of fractions of R has transcendency degree 1 over R. Then 
R « R Q [ V ^ l ] and 
W(RQ) SB V(R) a % . 
Proof. Let p Q denote the r e s t r i c t i o n of p to RQ. According to Cor.6.3 
the pair (R o,p o) i s s t r i c t l y real closed and (R,p) i s the real closure 
of (R 0,P 0). Moreover R « R Q [ V ^ ] by Cor. 5.3.. Now R Q i s a f i l t e r e d 
union of Dedekind domains A a which are f i n i t e l y generated over R 
and thus are the function rings R [ X ] of smooth irreducible affine 
curves X a over R, having R as precise f i e l d of constants. Let 
(s^^Pnr) denote a s t r i c t real closure of A^ with respect to p|A . There 
CX Ur (X ' (X 
exists a morphism from ( s a»P a) to (E Q,p o) over A a, cf.§ 3 . The kernel 
of this homomorphism from S„ to R has intersection zero with A and 
a o a 
hence must be zero i t s e l f . Thus we may choose from the "beginning S 
as an overring of A^ i n R ' and p„ as the r e s t r i c t i o n p|S . Since R 
CX O Cfc i (X o 
i s the f i l t e r e d union of the S a and R i s the f i l t e r e d union of the 
rings : . • S a[V-l] i t suffices to prove that 
W(Sa) * W(S^) * TL . 
From Th. 11.9 we learn that W(S*) i s isomorphic to the reduction of 
W(Sa) by i t s n i l r a d i c a l . Thus we only need to show W(Sa) 2- % and we 
f a l l back upon the following problem: 
Let A be a function ring R[Xl as introduced at the beginning 
of our section, equipped with the t r i v i a l involution. Let a be a 
signature of A and (T,T) be a s t r i c t real closure of (A,a). Prove that 
W(T) m TL ! 
We f i r s t show that W(T) has no torsion elements k 0* Thus l e t z 
be a torsion element of W(T). There exists a f i n i t e subcovering B of 
A i n T such that z i s the image of a torsion element w i n W(B). By 
Th. 11.7 there exists some (f) i n Q+(B) with w » 1 - ( f ) . We assume 
without loss of generality that w $ 0 , and we regard the normalization 
C of B i n the extension K(V7) of the f i e l d of fractions K of B, 
equipped with the t r i v i a l involution. C i s a covering of degree 2 of B. 
The kernel of the canonical map from W(K) to W(K(VT)) i s generated 
by 1 - (f) i n W(K) and hence i s nilpotent. Thus also the kernel of the 
canonical map from W(B) to W(C) i s nilpotent, and the signature T|B 
of B can certainly be extended to C. This implies that C can be em-
bedded into T over B by Cor. J-^O. Since the image of w i n W(C) i s 
zero, also the image z of w i n W(T) must be zero. Thus W(T) contains 
no nilpotent elements f 0 . 
I t now suffices to prove that T i s the only signature of T, cf. 
proof of Cor. 7»7. Suppose there exists another signature y on T. We 
choose a f i n i t e subcovering B of A i n T such that the signatures 
T 1 : m T| B and : * y| B are s t i l l different. By Th. 11.7 there 
exists some (f) i n Q(B) with ^ ( f ) * +1 and y^Cf) « -1* We again 
consider the normalization C of B i n the extension K(VT) of the f i e l d 
of fractions K of B. Let be the real curve corresponding to B and 
%2 t l i e real curve corresponding to C. We immediately see that there 
l i e s a connected component of Xg(R) over the component of X^(R) 
belonging to (cf. Th. 11*7) but no component of Xg(R) l i e s over 
the component of X^(R) beionging to y^. Thus can be extended to 
the covering C of B, while y^ can not be extended to C. This i s the 
desired contradiction: We can imbed C over B into T, since extends 
to C, and then y| C w i l l be an extension of y^ to C. Thus T must be 
the only signature of T. 
q.e.d. 
Question 11.11. Let B be a covering with t r i v i a l involution of our 
ring A « R[Xl. Assume that [X:B1 « 2. Is B always real? 
If t h i s question has an affirmative answer then we shall have 
a theorem completely analogous to our main theorem 10.12 for Dedekind 
domains which contain R and have a f i e l d of fractions of transcendency 
degree 1 over R. 
On the other hand a s t r i c t real closure of A may have a very big 
group of automorphisms over A i n contrast to the semi-local case. As 
an example we choose A as the ring R[x,y] with the defining re l a t i o n 
2 2 
Then A1 i s the ring c[z,z"" 1] of Laurent polynomials i n the variable 
z : « x + i y ( i : « V ^ ) * Ilie involution of A' extends the complex 
conjugation of C and maps z to 
-1 
z * x - i y . 
{Keep i n mind the formula e l c p • cos cp + i sin cp. I For every natural 
number n > 1 we choose i n the algebraic closure L of the f i e l d of 
fractions F f of A 1 an n-th root z n of z such that 
z ^ * z n m 
i f n i s a multiple md of m. Ve consider the subrings 
A; : . A [ z l « e[z . z ; 1 ] n n J n 1 n J 
-1 
of L, equipped with, the involutions mapping zn to z n and extending 
the complex conjugation of C. Then Affl i s a TT-subring of A Q i f m d i -
vides n, and a l l A^ are coverings of A'. This implies that the fixed 
rings A n : - (A^) Q are coverings of A. We have A n - R[x n,y n] with 
generators /. * * * 
*n : " T ( z n + Z n y n : - 2T ( zn- zn }' 
subject to the rela t i o n 
2 2 
*n + V 
We f i n a l l y regard the i n f i n i t e coverings 
00 00 
E : « U A' , T : - U A„ 
n«1 n n«1 n 
of A' and A respectively. According to the theorems 11.7 and 11.9 every 
A n has a unique signature <*n and every A n has a unique signature o n . 
I f m divides n then a J, must extend a ' and a must extend o . Thus E 
n m n m 
and T have unique signatures p and T. 
We want to prove that (T,T) i s a s t r i c t real closure of A with 
respect to the unique signature a : « a^, and that at the same time 
T i s galois over A. 
We have an automorphism 
2rri 
a 1 : z i — * C z « C : * e 1 1 v n n *n n' *n 1 
of the rin g A^ over A 1 , which i s compatible with the involution of 
A 1 since Z « CT^. This automorphism has order n. Since [ A I : A 1 ] « n, n n n n J 
we see that A^ i s a galois covering of A 1 with Galois group generated 
by a^. I f m divides n then clearly extends a^, hence the y i e l d 
an automorphism a 1 of R over A 1 and by r e s t r i c t i o n an automorphism 
a of R Q • T over A. Clearly R i s galois over A 1 and 
GCRU1) Ä Z : « lim Z^nZ 
i s generated by a 1* This implies that T i s galois over A with 
G(T|A) as G(R|A1) ss Z 
generated by a. 
Now the Riemann surface 
C* « P 1 ( C ) N {0,00} 
corresponding to the curve Spec ( A 1 ) over C i s homotopy equivalent to 
A 
the c i r c l e S and hence has a topological fundamental group isomorphic 
to 2L . Thus there exists up to topological and hence analytical 
isomorphy only one covering of C* of degree n for every n > 1. Since 
the isomorphy classes of f i n i t e coverings of C* correspond uniquely 
to the isomorphy classes of f i n i t e coverings of |A !|, cf. e.g. [ P , p.151, 
we learn that up to isomorphy |A^| i s the only covering of |A F| of 
degree n. Thus |R| i s simply connected and (Rvp) i s certainly real 
closed. This implies that (T,T) i s s t r i c t l y real closed. 
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